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Professor Astro Cat is the smartest cat in the alley. He's got a degree in just about every discipline

under the sun!Speaking of the sun, he happens to be specialist on that too, and Professor Astro

Cat's Frontiers of Space will tell you everything that there could be to know about our star, our

planet, our solar system, our galaxy, and our universe. The professor's made sure of that; he's a

fastidious little feline!Professor Astro Cat's Frontiers of Space also explores topics such as gravity,

extraterrestrial life, time, and many other fascinating subjects that will take you and your children on

a journey to the very frontiers of space!Dr. Dominic Walliman received a PhD in quantum device

physics from Birmingham University in 2010 where he spent several years teaching physics to

undergraduates and previously obtained a physics BSc and an MSc in computer science. He has

also spread the joys of physics to the wider world, taking part in a series of talks in schools and

demonstrations at festivals as well as tutoring A-level physics students.Ben Newman is an

award-winning illustrator (Royal Television Society Award for Best Branding and Opening Credits

Sequence). Previous clients include Penguin, the BBC, the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, and the New

York Times, amongst many others. He is a long-standing contributor to Nobrow and is the author of

two books, The Bento Bestiary and Ouroboros, under the same imprint.
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This is one of the best books I have ever purchased for my daughter. After she read this my 8 year

old daughter was able to tell me so many amazing facts about space, space travel etc. she is

completely engrossed in this book. I can't say enough about this book,it's written well and clear

adults will find this extremely interesting as well the cartoons and graphics hold kids attention.

Love the graphics in this book! My husband is a web designer and I am a graphic designer, so we

both love a well illustrated book. Colors are vibrant and overall it's a great find! I think we will enjoy

this more than our daughter.

This is a wonderful book for introducing kids to some pretty complex topics. My 6-year-old loves it

and looks forward to reading a few pages every night. My husband and I are enjoying and learning

from it, too. The graphics are beautiful. This book makes a scientific topic accessible, interesting,

and fun for kids. Can't recommend it highly enough.

There is so much material here that all ages will want to dip into it and keep dipping into it. I hope it

will encourage more youngsters to stay the course with math and science and explore the STEM

careers that are going to offer the best job opportunities for their generation.

It is the best children's book about space I've ever seen! And my daughter owns a lot of them. This

book is well-illustrated (the pictures are soo stylish) and the information is well structured, it makes

copmplex topics intersting and understandable even for a 4 years old and non-English speaker girl.

Of course I translate it to her but she already can name a lot of space objects

Absolutely perfect retro style graphic illustrations and jam packed with fascinating information that

captivates readers of all ages. I bought this as a fathers day present for my dad to read with my 5.5

year old son and they are both enjoying it so much. I will say tho that my 3 year old is not as

engaged yet.

We read a few pages a night. My four year old loves it, I learned a lot as well. It's not informative



enough for Space Travel, so I will seek out other books for that, but it does give you insight to the

types of creatures I will encounter on my future space flight.

Colorful and engaging. Each page covers a different interesting aspect of space, with an engaging

cast of space creatures. My five year old isn't up to every page yet, but returns to others again and

again - there is a huge amount of information here, and I think she'll continue to learn from this book

for several years. Beautiful, inventive - a great book.
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